




Kim Levengrond - Yehezkel



Kim was born on September 11th, 1989 in Ramat Gan.

During her life she moved between many cities but everywhere she went she

brought her shining light with her.

As a little girl she loved to sing and dance.



Kim was beautiful , both inside and out.

Her sister shared that she was even more beautiful on the inside , filled with

compassion for all people and especially animals.

She gave without wanting anything in return and did it quietly.



Kim studied Law and worked hard to succeed on her final exams.

She loved animals and dreamed of being a lawyer who would protect them . She

always said that she would not be able to make money , since she would help the

weak and represent her clients for free.



Kim met her husband Guy through mutual friends . They were deeply in love.

Kim and Guy got married and moved to Rosh Ha’ayin to be closer to Kim’s

family.



Kim and Guy had a child , they named him Kai.

His name is an acronym for k'dushat eretz Yisrael )the sanctity of the Land of

Israel (, and it means "win " in Chinese.





On October 7, 2018, in the early morning a Palestinian terrorist arrived at the

offices of the Alon Metal factory , where Israelis and Palestinians work side by

side . At 7:30 am he started firing at those who were in the factory . Kim was

shot to death in her office after being handcuffed . Along with Kim , Ziv Hajabi , 

age 35, from Rishon Lezion , was also murdered.



Kim was murdered in a terrorist attack on 10.07.2018.

She was 28 years old . 

Her husband Guy , her son Kai , her parents Rafi and Hava and her sister Shachar

have been forced to live with this terrible loss.



Kim was an activist for animals , volunteering much of her time for them and

saving many animals.

On 9/11/19, Kim's 30th birthday - Her family decided to honor her memory at a

parade for animals to memorialize Kim in a way that reflects her values.

This initiative was also joined by the Rosh HaAyin Municipality , that decided to

establish a playground in her name.



A figure of Kim is tattooed on her husband Guy's arm ."

Kim loved tattoos very much " Guy recounts . " I started by doing a little tattoo

and then came up with the idea to do a portrait of her ." 





Guy also keeps the watch that shows the time when she went out to work and

did not return.

Kim's father , went to her workplace and found out that Kim had been

murdered . He then shared the devastating news with Guy.



Kim wrote few months before her death:

I wish for myself to keep being a strong woman , kind , with values and principles , loyal and

devoted;

That I will keep being a good wife to my husband , a good mom to my little prince and that I will

take care of my dear family while I breathe.

I wish for myself to accomplish everything that I wish for , my dreams and my desires , and that I’ll

always give more to my environment and to all the animals.



Thank you for taking part!


